The goal of the present study was to characterize the effects of valence in facial cues and object targets on event-related potential (ERPs) indices of gaze-directed orienting. Participants were shown faces at fixation that concurrently displayed dynamic gaze shifts and expression changes from neutral to fearful or happy emotions. Emotionally-salient target objects subsequently appeared in the periphery and were spatially congruent or incongruent with the gaze direction. ERPs were time-locked to target presentation. Three sequential ERP components were modulated by happy emotion, indicating a progression from an expression effect to a gaze-by-expression interaction to a target emotion effect. These effects included larger P1 amplitude over contralateral occipital sites for targets following happy faces, larger centrally distributed N1 amplitude for targets following happy faces with leftward gaze, and faster P3 latency for positive targets. In addition, parietally distributed P3 amplitude was reduced for validly cued targets following fearful expressions. Results are consistent with accounts of attentional broadening and motivational approach by happy emotion, and facilitation of spatially directed attention in the presence of fearful cues. The findings have implications for understanding how socioemotional signals in faces interact with each other and with emotional features of objects in the environment to alter attentional processes.
Gaze direction and emotional expression are used in social contexts to direct visuospatial attention to salient features of the environment. The attentional focus and motivational state of a social partner can be discerned in part by interpreting his or her communicative facial cues. These socioemotional signals help in making inferences about the significance of stimuli in the environment, including those that are outside of one's own field of view. Attentional focus is most readily inferred by noticing the direction of a partner's gaze, although other cues such as body and vocal gestures are also used in social communication. Emotional facial expressions provide information about the motivational state of the actor (Ekman and Oster, 1979) as well as changes in one's level of safety and threat.
People rely on their understanding of changes in facial behaviors and gaze direction in social situations to respond appropriately to both a partner as well as to the stimulus that elicited his or her change in affect and attentional deployment. For example, children learn to use emotional expression and attention-directing cues displayed by a parent to determine whether a new person or object is safe to approach, a phenomenon called social referencing (Klinnert et al., 1983) . In this way, a change in motivational state of the child is initiated by assessing the emotional nature of the situation as revealed by a parent's facial and body cues.
Withdrawal-oriented motivational states are activated during conditions of impending threat whereas approachoriented motivational states emerge under circumstances leading to a potential reward (Davidson, 1998) . In social settings, the display of fear on another person's face is a cue that an impending threat is present in the environment, and a happy expression represents a situation where a reward could be expected. Approach states are associated with greater likelihood to interact with environmental stimuli whereas withdrawal states lead to environmental disengagement (Sobotka et al., 1992; Hillman et al., 2004) . Thus, the combination of multiple social signals from a partner permits inferences regarding the salience and safety of events in the environment and can determine changes in attention, action and motivational state during social communication.
Because objects are foveated for visual acuity, gaze direction generally provides more precise information than other bodily cues regarding the spatial localization of one's attentional focus, except in cases of deception or covert orienting. However, gaze information alone is ambiguous with respect to signaling the emotional relevance of the object of a partner's attentional focus. Gaze following may have evolved to identify the location of environmental objects that have both positive and negative consequences, such as a potential food source or the sudden emergence of a predator. Therefore, gaze information must be combined with that gleaned from facial expression, vocal affect or bodily gestures to react in an advantageous manner to observed changes in a partner's gaze direction.
Effects of gaze and emotion on attention have been experimentally investigated in studies that vary the standard Posner attentional cuing paradigm by using faces as attention-directing cues (Friesen and Kingstone, 1998) . In this task, the peripherally or centrally presented symbolic cues are replaced with a socially relevant cue, a face. At the start of each trial a face with direct gaze is presented at fixation, after a short interval the pupils shift to represent leftward gaze or rightward gaze, or hold position for a direct gaze. Targets are randomly presented at a location in the periphery of the left or right visual field. Participants are faster at responding to targets (detection, localization, or identification) when presented at the gazed-at location (valid) compared to the opposite visual field (invalid) or when there was a direct gaze.
Using this approach, only a few behavioral studies have directly investigated the relationship between emotional expression and gaze during attentional target detection or identification tasks, and those that have been conducted provide mixed results (Hietanen and Leppanen, 2003; Hori et al., 2005; Graham et al., 2006; Putman et al., 2006; Tipples, 2006) . Our previous studies (Graham et al., 2006) have shown that targets are responded to more quickly when observing faces that express a change in emotional expression (fearful, happy or disgust) regardless of the match between gaze direction and target location. However, some studies have shown that facial expression can interact with gaze validity, with larger validity effects in the presence of a fearful face (Putman et al., 2006; Tipples, 2006) or a happy face (Hori et al., 2005; Putman et al., 2006) relative to a neutral face. Other studies have only shown this effect in socially anxious participants (e.g. Matthews et al., 2003) . Another group of studies have found no effect of facial expression (fearful, angry, disgust or happy) and no interactions between gaze direction and facial expression on attention (Bayliss et al., in press; Hietanen and Leppanen, 2003) . Currently, it is unclear which methodological factors are contributing to these discrepancies.
Event-related potentials (ERPs) have been used to complement behavioral methods by directly measuring the impact of social cues on the neural processing of targets.
ERPs permit analysis of spatiotemporal dynamics of brain activity and therefore can provide additional insights into component processes because they do not rely upon convergence of effects on a single output measure, such as reaction time. Previous ERP studies of gaze-directed attentional orienting have focused on a sequence of ERP waveform components called the P1 (at occipital electrode sites between 70-100 ms post target onset), N1 (at parietal/ occipital electrode sites $150-200 ms post target onset) and P3 (at central/parietal/midline electrode sites $300-500 ms post target onset). The occipital P1 component is thought to represent the initial processing of a stimulus in extrastriate cortex, while the parietal/occipital N1 is thought to index target discrimination processes. Modulation of the N1 component is generally seen during tasks which require a choice compared to a simple response (Mangun and Hillyard, 1991) . The P3 is a complex of related components, and the parietal P3 investigated here (sometimes called P3b) has been shown to serve as an index of location expectancy in spatial attention tasks (e.g. Mangun and Hillyard, 1991; Schuller and Rossion, 2001 , 2005 , as well as an index of object categorization processes (Donchin, 1979) . Schuller and Rossion (2001 , 2005 ) demonstrated enhanced P1 amplitude in response to gazed-at targets (validly-cued) compared to targets presented at a location in the opposite hemifield from the gazed-at location (invalidlycued), as well as greater P3 amplitude in response to invalid compared to valid targets (Schuller and Rossion, 2001 , 2005 . However, these studies did not vary the expression on the face. In real-world contexts, attentional orienting to salient targets is likely driven by both bottom-up influences of target valence and top-down (expectancy) influences of cue expression. Whether these two sources of emotion operate independently or are integrated during target processing is unknown.
In the current study, a modified gaze-cuing paradigm was used in which dynamic gaze shifts and dynamic expression changes were incorporated in face cues on every trial (neutral to fearful, or neutral to happy) and attentional targets were objects that varied in emotional meaning (a baby and a snake). Changes in gaze shifts, cue emotion and target emotion were fully crossed. Thus, participants were presented with a complex attention-directing face cue that had the appearance of emotionally reacting (happy or fearful expressions) just prior to the appearance of either a positive or negative target.
In a preliminary study, we incorporated a dynamic change in fearful expression along with a dynamic gaze shift and demonstrated separable effects of facial expression and gazedirection validity on attentional orienting to emotionally neutral targets (Fichtenholtz et al., 2007) . Effects of facial expression were seen early in target processing (fearful > neutral, P1 component), while an effect of gaze-direction validity was seen on the P3 component, consistent with Schuller and Rossion (2001 , 2005 . Given these and related behavioral findings, in the present study we expected to observe independent effects of facial emotion and gaze direction validity in the reaction time (RT) data. Previous ERP experiments using gaze-cuing paradigms suggest that enhanced early processing should occur for targets presented at the gazed-at location. However, the addition of a facial expression change to a gaze-directing cue minimizes the initial attentional impact of gaze direction (Fichtenholtz et al., 2007) , suggesting that only effects of facial expression (and not gaze validity) should be seen early during target processing (P1 and N1 component).
Changes in facial expression that predict emotional outcomes should create a situation where the participants are in an approach-oriented anticipatory state following the happy expression and a withdrawal-oriented anticipatory state following the fearful expression. This change in motivational state could affect all succeeding target stimuli regardless of location. It has been shown that negative emotions cause a narrowing of attentional focus while positive emotions engender attentional broadening (Kienen, 1987; Conway and Giannopoulos, 1993; Derryberry and Tucker, 1994; Basso et al., 1996; Isen, 1999; Maxwell et al., 2005) . This valence effect has been demonstrated by equivalent performance for both left and right visual field targets for happy expressions, whereas performance varied by visual field for angry and neutral expressions. In this situation, enhanced processing of target stimuli following a happy face would not be limited to those targets presented at the gazed-at location. Therefore, we hypothesized that gaze-directed attentional effects would occur later during target processing (i.e. P3 modulation) and would be more prominent for fearful emotion. Due to the dynamic nature of the gaze and expression changes in the cue stimuli, it is difficult to differentiate the responses to the gaze-shift and the expression change. Consequently, the analysis presented here is focused on target processing.
METHODS

Participants
Twenty healthy right-handed young adults (M 20.15-yearsold AE s.d. 1.90; 9 males) provided written consent to volunteer in this experiment. All of the participants were Duke University students and received either course credit for their participation or were compensated at a rate of $10 per hour. Participants were screened for a history of neurological and psychiatric disorders, substance abuse and current psychotropic medications. Due to the fear-relevant nature of one of the target stimuli, each participant completed the snake anxiety questionnaire (SNAQ; Klorman et al., 1974) . All participants scored at least 1 s.d. below the mean for phobic subjects (Fredrikson, 1983) . Therefore, no participants were excluded from the analysis due to their scores on the SNAQ. One subject did not complete the task due to technical difficulties, and data from three participants were excluded because of excessive artifacts. Analysis was conducted on the remaining 16 participants (9 females, 7 males), who had a mean age of 20.5 (s.d. ¼ 1.93). The Duke University Medical Center Institutional Review Board approved the protocol for this study.
Task parameters
The task consisted of nine runs. Each run contained 96 trials, four each of 24 stimulus categories, and lasted $5.6 min. Trials were pseudorandomized in an event-related design across participants. Across all nine runs, participants saw a total of 36 trials for each category. Each trial consisted of a dynamic facial cue stimulus that changed both gaze direction (left, right) and facial expression (happy, fearful), followed by presentation of a target object (baby, snake). All of these variables were fully crossed in the experimental design. The nomenclature for the direction of gaze is based upon the participants' frame of reference so on a leftward gaze shift trial the pupils move to the left of center. The eye gaze cue consisted of three phases. The first phase was the presentation of a neutral face for 300 ms. The second phase consisted of the presentation of a 50% fearful or 50% happy expression and a left or right eye gaze presented for 50 ms. The third phase consisted of the presentation of a 100% fearful or 100% happy expression and a left or right eye gaze presented for 50 ms. Following this third phase, the cue stimulus maintained its facial configuration and remained on the screen for the remainder of the trial (1100 ms). Spatial location of the target was validly cued by gaze shifts 50% of the time, and congruency of emotion in cues and targets (e.g. babies following happy faces) occurred 50% of the time.
The dynamic expression change created a situation where the participant saw the cue stimulus become either afraid or pleased in response to the upcoming stimulus. Additionally, previous research has shown that emotional expressions are more accurately identified when presented dynamically (Ambadar et al., 2005) which should enhance the perceived emotional experience of the participant. One hundred milliseconds after the onset of the gaze shift, the attentional target was presented for 100 ms. The attentional target consisted of a rectangular image of either a snake or a baby presented in the periphery (2.18 above fixation, 7.48 left or right of fixation) of the upper left or right visual field (see Figure 1 for a visual depiction of the task). One-third of the trials consisted of the cue sequence being presented with no target (catch trials). There was a random inter-trial interval between 1500 and 2000 ms.
Throughout the entire run, participants were asked to fixate on a centrally presented cross. The participants' task was to identify the content (baby or snake) of the target image using two buttons on a game controller. Responses were made with the index finger of each hand. Response mapping was balanced across subjects.
Expression, emotion, and gaze in attentional orienting SCAN (2007) Stimuli One male actor (P.E.) was selected from the Ekman and Friesen (1978) pictures of facial affect to act as the centrally presented cuing stimulus. One actor was used and compared across emotion categories because previous studies have established that facial identity modulates the perception of facial expression (e.g. Schweinberger and Soukup, 1998) . The original photos posed fearful, happy and neutral facial expressions with direct gaze. Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems Incorporated, San Jose, CA) was used to manipulate gaze direction so that irises were averted between 0.378 and 0.48 from the centrally positioned irises in the faces with direct gaze. Thus, five digitized grayscale photographs were useda neutral face with direct gaze as the initial anchor for the morph and the factorial combination of two facial expressions (fear, happy) and two gaze directions (left, right) from the same actor. In order to create realistic dynamic emotional expressions, fearful and happy facial expressions of intermediate intensity were created using the morphing methods outlined in LaBar and colleagues (2003) using MorphMan 2000 software (STOIK, Moscow, Russia). Three morphs depicting 55% fearful or happy/45% neutral expression were created with left-and right-looking gaze and were used to create a more natural-looking appearance of apparent motion. The grayscale facial cuing stimuli were presented at fixation and subtended $6.38 of horizontal and 8.98 of vertical visual angle. Target stimuli consisted of two photos that were chosen from the IAPS affective picture set (Lang et al., 2001) . One stimulus was positively-valent and depicted the face of a baby (image 2070); the other was negatively valent and depicted the face of a snake (image 1120). The stimuli were chosen, not only for their opposing valence, but also because they both shared similar features (i.e. both were pictures of faces with open mouths). The original IAPS photos were cropped to include only the face area and were converted into gray scale photos. The contrast and luminance of the target photos were 
Fig. 1
This novel variation on the gaze direction cuing task uses both dynamic expression and gaze shifts, as well as an emotionally salient target. The expression change is a two-stage process that lasts for 100 ms and the gaze shift is a single step that begins at the same time as the expression change. Total trial duration was 1500 ms with a random inter-trial interval between 1500 and 2000 ms. Baby and snake images are for illustrative purposes only.
equated to that of the facial cues. Targets measured approximately 2.58 of visual angle.
Behavioral data analysis
Mean RT and accuracy were computed for each condition and participant. Any trials with RTs shorter than 100 ms or longer than 1000 ms (duration of the face on the screen after target presentation) were excluded from this and all subsequent analyses. Two (Expression: fearful, happy) Â 2 (Target Emotion: positive, negative) Â 2 (Gaze Direction: left, right) Â 2 (Target Location: left, right) ANOVAs were conducted for RT and accuracy separately.
ERP recordings
The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from 64 electrodes in a custom elastic cap (Electro-Cap International, Inc., Eaton, OH) and referenced to the right mastoid during recording. Electrode impedances were maintained below 2 k for the mastoids, below 10 k for the facial electrodes, and below 5 k for all the remaining electrodes. Horizontal eye movements were monitored by two electrodes at the outer canthi of the eyes, and vertical eye movements and eye blinks were detected by two electrodes placed below the orbital ridge of each eye. The 64 electrodes were recorded with a bandpass filter of 0.01-100 Hz and a gain of 1000, and the raw signal was continuously digitized at a sampling rate of 500 Hz. Recordings took place in an electrically shielded, sound-attenuated chamber.
Because we recorded from 64 electrode sites, the nomenclature used to describe ERP results is based on the International 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958) but with additional information that reflects the increased spatial coverage. Electrodes are identified by 10-20 positions, modified with letters or symbols denoting the following: a ¼ slightly anterior placement relative to the original 10-20 position, s ¼ superior placement, i ¼ inferior placement, and ' ¼ placement within 1 cm of 10-20 position.
ERP data reduction
Artifact rejection was performed off-line by discarding epochs of the EEG that revealed eye movements, eye blinks, excessive muscle-related potentials or drifts. For the 16 participants included in the final analysis 13.83% of trials were excluded due to artifacts. The analysis was focused on examining how ERPs elicited by targets varied as a function of cue emotion, target emotion, gaze direction and target location. Thus, averages were calculated for 16 bins formed by crossing two facial expressions (fearful, happy) with two target emotions (positive, negative), two gaze directions (left, right), and two target locations (left or right visual field). Each average was calculated from 250 ms before to 1000 ms after picture onset and digitally low-pass filtered at 60 Hz. By randomizing the different trial types, the impact of response overlap from previous stimuli in the sequence was minimized. Importantly, in order to minimize the differences in target processing due to the physical differences in the cue stimuli, the responses from the cueonly trials were subtracted from the cue-target trials for each trial type separately to isolate the target-related responses (i.e. Fear/Left gaze/Left target trials minus Fear/Left gaze/No target trials). After subtracting the cue-only trials, all channels were re-referenced to the algebraic average of the two mastoid electrodes. The ERP averages for individual participants were then combined into group averages across all participants.
ERP data analysis
Group-averaged ERPs elicited by left visual field (LVF) and right visual field (RVF) targets (collapsed across cue type) were plotted. These plots revealed the three components that were predicted, (i) a positive deflection (P1 component, P130) at occipital electrode sites, peaking at approximately 130 ms, (ii) a negative deflection (N1 component, N180) at central electrode sites, peaking at approximately 180 ms and (iii) a positive-going wave at central electrode sites, extending from $250-750 ms (P3 complex). In order to capture the peak amplitude of each deflection seen in the group-averaged waveforms ( Figure 2A ) three latency intervals were selected for analyses: 115-145 ms, 165-195 ms and 250-750 ms. Additionally, electrode sites were selected to capture the spatial extent of each component at its peak (see Figure 2B for topography of all components). Expression, emotion, and gaze in attentional orienting SCAN (2007) Mean amplitude during each latency window at each electrode site was entered into further analyses. The ANOVA for the contralateral ERPs evoked by the target stimuli during the time range of the P130 component (115-145 ms) included five factors: expression (fearful, neutral), target emotion (positive, negative), gaze direction (left, right), target location (LVF, RVF) and electrode location (lateral, medial; sites P3i, P4i, O1', O2'). The ANOVA for the midline ERPs evoked by the target stimuli during the time range of the N180 component (165-195 ms) included the same five factors with the exception that electrode location was coded along the rostral-caudal axis (sites Cza, Cz, Pzs). Unlike the P130 and N180 components, which have distinct peaks, the P3 complex was a broad waveform lasting for approximately 250-750 ms. To aid in the analysis of this component, the time window was broken down into five consecutive 100 ms sections, and a factor of time was added to the same analysis conducted for the N180 component (sites Pzs, Pzi, Ozs). Follow-up comparisons of ERP effects were conducted using additional ANOVAs or Bonferroni-corrected paired-samples t-tests. Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were used where appropriate.
RESULTS
Behavior
Accuracy. The ANOVA on accuracy data revealed significant interactions between expression and target emotion, F(1, 15) ¼ 5.63, P < 0.03, and between gaze direction and target location, F(1, 15) ¼ 5.93, P < 0.03. Regarding the interaction of expression and target emotion, participants were more accurate at identifying the type of target presented when it was emotionally congruent (95.5% correct AE s.d. 0.02) with the facial expression presented in the cue, compared to when the target emotion was incongruent (94.7% correct AE s.d. 0.03). Regarding the interaction between gaze direction and target location, target identification was easier when the target was presented at the gazed-at location (95.6% correct AE s.d. 0.03) compared to the opposite location (94.7% correct AE s.d. 0.03). Because accuracy was near ceiling level of performance, these results should be interpreted with caution.
Reaction time. The ANOVA on RT data revealed a main effect of target location, F(1, 15) ¼ 6.49, P < 0.02, as well as interactions between gaze direction and target location, F(1, 15) ¼ 8.57, P < 0.01, and expression and target location, F(1, 15) ¼ 4.70, P < 0.05. The effect of target location was due to participants responding faster to targets presented in the RVF (RVF: M ¼ 476.64 AE 56.88 s.d.; LVF: M 483.74 ¼ AE 58.58 s.d.). Participants had shorter RTs to targets presented at the gazed-at location compared to the opposite location, consistent with an attentional validity effect ( Figure 3A) . Not only were participants faster when responding to RVF targets, but also were significantly faster to RVF targets following a fearful compared to a happy face, F(1, 15) ¼ 6.19, P < 0.03 ( Figure 3B ).
Event-related potentials P130 Component. The ANOVA at contralateral electrode sites revealed a main effect of expression, F(1, 15) ¼ 30.37, P < 0.01, with greater P130 amplitude following happy compared to fearful faces (as seen in Figure 4) . A similar effect was seen in the response recorded at ipsilateral electrodes, F(1, 15) ¼ 5.39, P < 0.04, with larger responses to targets following happy expressions.
N180 component. The ANOVA revealed significant interactions between expression and gaze direction, F(1, 15) ¼ 4.73, P < 0.05, and expression and target location, F(1, 15) ¼ 6.29, P < 0.02. Analysis of the first interaction showed an effect of expression (happy > fearful) on trials with a leftward gaze, F(1, 15) ¼ 9.81, P < 0.01 ( Figure 5 ). There was no effect on trials with a rightward gaze. Follow-up ANOVAs of the expression Â target location interaction revealed a trend towards an effect of expression for targets presented in the LVF, F(1, 15) ¼ 4.51, P < 0.06, with targets following happy expressions showing a larger N1. P3 complex. The ANOVA showed significant main effects of time, F(4, 60) ¼ 10.93, P < 0.01, and expression, F(1, 15) ¼ 7.67, P < 0.02. The main effect of expression showed greater amplitude in response to targets preceded by happy faces compared to fearful faces ( Figure 6 ). Follow-up analyses of the time effect showed that the amplitude increased from 250 to 550 ms and then decreased from 550 to 750 ms (see Table 1 for individual comparisons), following the mean rise and decay of the component amplitude.
In addition to these main effects, three significant interactions were found: expression Â gaze direction Â target location, F(1, 15) ¼ 9.47, P < 0.01; time Â target emotion, F(4, 60) ¼ 12.84, P < 0.01; and time Â expression Â target location, F(4,60) ¼ 3.14, P < 0.03. Analysis of the first interaction revealed that, in the presence of a fearful face, amplitude of the P3 complex was smaller in response to targets presented at the gazed-at location (validly cued) compared to the opposite location (invalidly cued), reflecting an increase in the processing of invalidly cued targets, F(1, 15) ¼ 4.79, P < 0.05. No validity effect was seen for happy expression trials, and these trials had a mean value that was similar to the invalidly cued fearful expression trials (Figure 7) .
The interactions including the factor of time were further investigated using follow-up ANOVAs. Early during the P3 complex time window (250-550 ms), positively valent targets (baby) had greater amplitude than negatively valent targets (snake). This effect was reversed later during the P3 complex time window (550-650 ms). While the overall amplitude was similar as a function of target valence, the time interaction indicates that positive targets were processed faster (Figure 8) . A peak latency analysis confirmed this result; a main effect of target emotion, F(1, 15) ¼ 14.85, P < 0.01, showed that the P3 peaked earlier to positively valent targets.
The time Â expression Â target location interaction was also explored using a peak latency analysis and revealed 
DISCUSSION
The current study used ERPs to characterize the stages of processing at which gaze-directed attentional orienting was modulated by emotional information in facial cues and target objects. Results demonstrated emotional effects across a sequence of waveform components (P130, N180, P3 Complex), elicited by target stimuli that have been consistently implicated in gaze-directed cuing studies (Schuller and Rossion, 2001 , 2005 . Early stages of processing were modulated by happy emotion. P130 amplitude, maximal over contralateral occipital sites, was greatest in response to targets following happy faces (main effect of cue emotion). Subsequently, N180 amplitude, which had a broad central distribution, was greater for targets following a happy face with a leftward gaze relative to the other conditions (cue emotion Â gaze direction interaction); this interaction with gaze direction is discussed in more detail subsequently. The valence of the target stimuli (i.e. baby vs snake) did not affect target processing until the P3 complex, and was characterized by reduced peak latency to the positive target (baby), particularly in the RVF. Fearful expression reduced parietally distributed P3 amplitude for gazed-at targets (cue emotion Â gaze validity), providing evidence for the presence of spatially directed attention. Behavioral results validated that attention was effectively manipulated by the gaze-cuing paradigm. The current study builds upon prior research by examining the impact of concurrent changes in cue and target emotion and their interactions with gaze shifts during attentional orienting. The results demonstrate dissociable attentional and timing effects of cue and target emotion, as well as interactions between facial expression and gaze on ERP components elicited by an attentional target. The ERP effects unfolded in a temporal progression from expression effects to expression Â gaze direction interactions and finally expression Â gaze validity interactions. The majority of effects were driven by happy emotion, with an important exceptionthe facilitation of spatially directed attention on the posterior P3 complex by fearful expression. Because the early happy effects of cues and targets were not modulated by gaze validity, we interpret these findings as implicating a decrease in the special selectivity of attention that accompanies approach-oriented motivational orientation. In contrast, fearful expression specifically facilitated spatially directed attention by gaze cuing. Modulation of each ERP component is discussed in turn below.
P130 component
The facial expression effect on the target-related P130 component is consistent with the idea that the presence of the happy expression induced an approach-oriented motivational state, which increased early processing of all subsequent targets regardless of location. Because P130 modulation was the earliest effect observed, the finding supports the idea that facial expression is a more relevant social signal than eye gaze for initiating shared (joint) attention in dyadic encounters. The absence of a gazedirected validity effect in this time window, which was reported by Schuller and Rossion (2001 , 2005 , is likely due to the importance of the change in facial expression, which was not present in their experimental design. The sudden emergence of a happy facial expression in the context of uncertain emotional outcomes may have caused a shift from a neutral to an approach-oriented motivational state, since happy expression signaled from a partner sets up an expectation that a potentially rewarding stimulus has just entered the environment. Consequently, more attentional resources are made available to engage the potential rewarding stimulus regardless of target location. Follow-up studies should be conducted using multiple face exemplars and other positive expressions of emotion to ensure that the effects generalize.
N180 component
The facial expression Â gaze direction interaction on the target-related N180 component demonstrates a temporal shift from the initial influence of expression on target processing to the later combined influence of both social cues. In the absence of an expression manipulation, previous studies (Schuller and Rossion, 2001 , 2005 have demonstrated significant gaze validity effects on this component. The current study demonstrated enhanced processing of targets following a leftward gaze and a happy facial cue, and targets presented in the LVF showed enhanced processing following a happy facial cue. When taken together, these results suggest that the presence of a fearful facial stimulus recruits more attentional resources from the right hemisphere than a happy facial stimulus. When the right hemisphere attentional mechanisms are engaged, either by a leftward cue or the presentation of a target to the LVF, greater attentional resources are available to engage in processing the target if the preceding facial cue was happy. This effect may be related to our behavioral finding that participants respond faster to targets presented in the RVF if they were preceded by a fearful facial cue, which suggests that the left hemisphere is engaged in processing the happy facial cue to a greater extent than the fearful cue. Thus, the processing resources available to each hemisphere may be preferentially engaged by the motivational significance of the facial cues (approach: left hemisphere, withdrawal: right hemisphere), leaving fewer resources available to process the upcoming target stimuli.
The gaze by emotion interaction may also reflect differential processing of facial expression dependent upon gaze direction, as suggested by prior behavioral and functional neuroimaging research Kleck, 2003, 2005) . Although not an effect of gaze direction validity, the differential effect of expression by gaze direction demonstrates that the information present in the gaze shift is influencing target processing at this stage. We note that the spatial distribution of the N180 component seen in the current data (central/parietal focus over the midline scalp; Figure 2B ) is different from the lateral-occipital distribution of the N1 component seen during many studies of attentional orienting (Luck et al., 2000) . This distribution is more consistent with the anterior N1, which is usually seen earlier (100-150 ms) after target onset (Luck, 2005) , and which is also thought to index target discrimination processes.
P3 Complex
The decreased latency of the posterior P3 complex response to targets following happy compared to fearful expressions in the RVF is consistent with theories of left hemispheric specialization for approach motivational states (Davidson, 1998) . Although the spatial distribution of the P3 complex did not differ following happy and fearful expressions, the organization of the visual system dictates that a stimulus presented in the RVF is initially processed by the left hemisphere, which may be primed to engage in upcoming stimuli during an approach-oriented motivational state (Davidson, 1998) . The effect of target valence on P3 complex latency suggests that less time is required to integrate a positively than a negatively valent image into the current behavioral context, consistent with previous ERP studies that have demonstrated longer P3 latency for negative images in a target discrimination task (Akamine and Kida, 2001) .
The presence of the expression by gaze validity interaction on the posterior P3 complex shows a spatially directed attentional benefit for fearful expression. Previous investigations of target processing in response to gaze shifts have shown a similar effect Rossion, 2001, 2005) . Although validly and invalidly gazed-at targets occur in equal proportion, the gaze cue may nonetheless reflexively Expression, emotion, and gaze in attentional orienting SCAN (2007) increase expectation for the impending target location. Because P3 amplitude indexes the violation of the location expectation, its reduction in the presence of a gazed-at location in the presence of a fearful expression suggests a facilitation of contextual updating mechanisms (Mangun and Hillyard, 1991) , consistent with previous studies of negative facial emotion and attentional orienting (Mogg and Bradley, 1999; Mogg et al., 2000; Holmes et al., 2003) . Despite its breadth, we did not observe any shifts in topography along the peak and plateau regions of the P3 complex response, and we found no evidence of a more frontally distributed P3a component. Nonetheless, future studies could use principal components analysis or other techniques to determine whether there are selective gaze and emotion effects on different components within the P3 complex.
Role of affective priming Studies of affective priming have shown that behavioral responses to an emotionally valenced target is facilitated when preceded by an emotionally congruent stimulus relative to a neutral stimulus or one with an emotionally incongruent valence (reviewed in Fazio, 2001) . Given that cues and targets in the present attentional orienting study were fully crossed in emotional valence and presented in rapid succession, it may be surprising that no emotional congruency effects were seen in the ERP or RT data. Although participants were behaviorally more accurate on emotionally congruent trials (e.g., fearful face-snake target), accuracy levels were close to ceiling, suggesting that the discrimination task was easy to perform. In addition to task difficulty, several aspects of the experimental design may have minimized affective priming effects. For instance, when non-evaluative tasks are used, affective priming is minimized (de Houwer et al., 2002) . Additionally, Musch and Klauer (2001) demonstrated that when an emotionally salient target appears at a predicted location, the affective priming effect is eliminated. Therefore, the effectiveness of the gaze direction validity manipulation likely reduced the potential for affective priming effects in the current study. In addition, the task did not explicitly ask participants to assess the emotional meaning of the target stimuli (such as its arousal or valence levels), only to categorize the subject matter (i.e. baby or snake). Finally, because the same stimuli were repeated throughout the study, it is possible that affective priming effects decreased over the course of the experiment. Because the current study is the first to manipulate emotion in both cues and targets during gazedirected attentional orienting, further research is warranted to identify the conditions under which affective priming effects are seen.
CONCLUSIONS
We compared the effects of multiple facial expressions on the processing of peripherally presented emotionally salient targets during gaze-directed attentional orienting. The results are novel both in demonstrating the temporal staging of cue and target effects as well as in dissociating the impact of happy and fearful emotion on attentional orienting. Early processing benefits were found for facial expression cuing whereas emotional target effects emerged later, when target identity is integrated into the socioemotional context set up by the expectancy manipulation. The majority of effects were driven by positive emotion but were not spatially directed, consistent with the idea that happy expressions in social exchanges set up global expectations for possible rewarding outcomes that induce approach-oriented motivational states and broaden attentional focus. In contrast, fearful expressions facilitated the spatial direction of attention cued by eye gaze, in accordance with its social role in communicating the detection of a specific threat in the local environment. In conclusion, the deployment of attention by observing multiple dynamic facial signals in others emerges over sequential processing stages and is distinguished from bottom-up effects driven by the emotional significance of environmental stimuli. The ERP results reveal the mental chronometry of shared (joint) attention across emotions that differ in their communicative functions for revealing salient features of the environment to others. Our findings advance a neuroscientific understanding of how inferences are made from observing changes in several facial cues during social exchanges to direct attention in settings where emotional consequences cannot be forecasted.
